
Chapter 12 

 

Designing Better Streets 
by Randall Arendt 

 

Overview 

It is ironic that the subdivision street design standards used by many smaller communities originally came from 

models written decades ago by highway engineers dealing with significant traffic volumes generated by large 

suburban tract developments. In adopting standards for new subdivision streets, officials in many 

communities have tended to copy technical provisions written for their more urban counterparts, without 

realizing their inappropriateness. 

 

The result has been the construction of local access streets that are typically much wider than the existing 

rural collector roads serving them. Other problems have involved inflexible and inappropriate standards for 

curve designs, gradients, storm-water management, and pedestrian circulation. In fact, the typical 

subdivision street required by many municipalities today is overdesigned for vehicles, underdesigned for 

pedestrians and cyclists, needlessly expensive to build and maintain, dangerous to neighborhood residents, 

problematic for storm-water management, and decidedly non-rural in appearance. 

 

Complete Streets 

 
However, before addressing more detailed aspects of street design such as pavement width, sidewalks, 

curbing, shade trees, and cul-de-sacs, it is relevant to consider the overarching issue of what the proper 

function of streets should be, which users they should serve, and how existing policies can be updated to 

serve them better. 

 

In most communities, many streets are “incomplete”, in other words designed for only one type of user: 

motor vehicles operators. This is especially true in residential neighborhoods built during the last 50 

years, and in commercial districts that have grown up along arterial roads extending into the outskirts. 

Other potential users, such as pedestrians and cyclists, were forgotten by two generations of transportation 

planners and civil engineers, whose professional training was narrowly focused on moving the maximum 

number of cars and trucks at the highest speed. Simply put, the system has been institutionally skewed in 

favor of motor vehicles and against people.  

By contrast, “complete streets” are consciously designed to be safe for a wider variety of users, including 

fast-moving bicyclists who like riding in traffic; slower-moving cyclists (such as children) who prefer 

separation from traffic lanes; skateboarders, roller-bladers, wheelchair users, and pedestrians of all ages 

and abilities, including people using walkers, pushing prams, or just strolling. (Twadell, 2012)   The term 

itself was coined in 2003 by Barbara McCann, who now directs the National Complete Streets Coalition 

(NCSC).  

Going beyond the idea of complete streets is the concept of “sustainable streets”. Built according to the 

principles of “low-impact development” (LID), they address such issues as infiltration of stormwater 

(using rain gardens, for example). This is discussed more fully in Chapter 13.  

Underscoring the sometimes tragic consequences of building incomplete streets, a report from the Tri-

State Transportation Campaign found that, on average, every year 415 pedestrians are killed in New 



Jersey, Connecticut, and downstate New York, accounting for about one-tenth of all such fatalities 

nationwide. Hempstead Turnpike on Long Island was the region’s most dangerous road, with a dozen 

pedestrians killed there between 2007 and 2009. The greatest threat is posed by major suburban 

thoroughfares designed for higher speeds that access many retail locations, study authors say. 

www.tstc.org/press/2011/020911_NY_statement.html 

According to Transportation for America, children, older adults, and racial and ethnic minorities are 

disproportionately represented in these fatality figures.  Although police reports classify these deaths as 

accidents, the majority occur along arterial roads that are “dangerous by design”, meaning that they were 

“engineered for high-speed traffic with little or no provision for people on foot, in wheelchairs or on 

bicycles” . http://t4america.org/resources/dangerousbydesign2011/ 

The principal objective of a complete streets policy is to ensure that all users, whatever their travel mode, 

can safely get wherever they need to go. This is likely to happen only if the community adopts and 

implements an official policy requiring that whenever money is spent on street improvements, the street 

network must be consciously planned and designed with all potential users in mind. Plans for motorists, 

transit users, bicyclists, and pedestrians must be coordinated and not considered independently. When this 

policy change is implemented, complete streets become part of the community’s (or agency’s) standard 

operating procedure, a huge step forward. An excellent beginning point for community leaders is to 

consult the website of the NCSC which lists state and local complete streets policies from hundreds of 

jurisdictions, including many ordinances and design standards that instruct engineers to give equal weight 

to all users when designing street improvements. Good policies establish clear procedures for granting 

exceptions and require high-level approval for them (McCann and Rynne, 2010). 

Providing complete streets is becoming more necessary than ever due to our aging population . The 
AARP has observed that “despite the oncoming stream of older boomers, over two-thirds of transportation 
planners and engineers have not begun to consider the needs of older people in their multimodal street 
planning, and only one-third of the state and local complete streets policies adopted to date have made 
explicit mention of older road users”  (Lynott, 2009). This is a serious shortcoming, as the US Census Bureau 
estimates that the number of Americans aged 65 or over is expected to double between 2005 and 2025, to 62 
million. As people age their ability to drive safely diminishes and many eventually hang up their keys forever. 

A sobering statistic is that more than 460 older pedestrians were killed in collisions with cars in the New 

York Metro region between 2006 and 2008. Furthermore, although this age group comprised 17 percent 

of the regional population, it accounted for 37 percent of pedestrian fatalities (Tri-State Transportation 

Campaign, 2009) 

Among the benefits of implementing a “complete streets” policy is lessening future expansion needs 

because more alternatives become available. Such policies can reduce per capita vehicle travel by 10-30 

percent, compared with communities providing fewer travel choices (Burden and Litman, 2011). 

Sidewalks provide opportunities for people to interact and socialize – an activity basic to building 

community. They also expand options for walking and cycling (for commuting, shopping, running 

errands and enjoying recreation activities) decreasing car miles and fossil fuel consumption while 

contributing to improved health. In this regard, it is germane to note that half of all car trips are three 

miles or less in length, and that 28 percent of all trips are one mile or less – distances that are very easy to 

walk or bike (National Household Transportation Survey, 2008)  

 

At the state level, the Tennessee DOT is one of many such agencies to embrace the concept of complete 

streets, and a copy of its 2009 design guidelines can be found at 

http://www.tdot.state.tn.us/bikeped/CompleteStreets.pdf.  Its illustrated guidelines cover many topics 

including widths of travel lanes, sidewalks, bike lanes, central medians and shade tree strips, curb 

http://www.tstc.org/press/2011/020911_NY_statement.html
http://t4america.org/resources/dangerousbydesign2011/
http://www.tdot.state.tn.us/bikeped/CompleteStreets.pdf


extensions and pedestrian refuges, and mid-block pedestrian crossings. In a statement that would have 

been unimaginable from state traffic engineers twenty years ago, the manual notes that  

 
“When streets are designed primarily for vehicles, they become barriers for children, who cannot safely 

walk or bicycle along or across them. Pedestrian injury is a leading cause of unintentional, injury-related 

death among children age 5 to 14. The lack of complete streets is perhaps best illustrated by hazard 

busing for schoolchildren. In many communities students who ride the bus to school do so because it is 

considered too dangerous to walk along area streets between their home and school.” 
 

At the municipal level, Burlington VT has adopted excellent complete streets policies based on a plan 

prepared by ORW Landscape Architects. Eight improvements highlighted in Burlington’s approach, 

illustrated in Figure 12-1, include 

 

 Introducing curbside transit stops with rain shelters and seating  

 Calming traffic by planting street trees, providing textured sidewalk crossings, and substituting a bike 

lane and a median island for a motorized vehicle lane  

 Increasing pedestrian safety by introducing refuge islands in the central median to reduce crossing 

distances from 40 feet to two 15-foot lengths  

 Improving cyclist safety by creating dedicated bike lanes with highly-visible striping and lane 

painting  

  Undergrounding utility wires to facilitate shade tree growth and replacing highway-style cobra lights 

with ornamental luminaires and poles  

 Creating landscaped medians alternating with lanes for turning and stacking at intersections, thereby 

adding greenery, shortening street crossings, and reducing traffic speed  

 Infiltrating rainwater by designing planters to receive runoff  

 Planting lines of street trees between sidewalks and curbs to create a buffer between cars 

      and pedestrians, provide summer shade, and help cleanse the air. 

                                        
 
Figure 12-1: This graphic was produced for the city of Burlington VT to illustrate several complete streets elements, such as 
shade tree planting, sidewalks, crosswalks, and pedestrian refuges in the central median   Source: ORW Architects 

 

Sidewalks for Exercise and Safety 

 
Not providing sidewalks in neighborhoods and commercial areas creates dangerous conditions for 



pedestrians. By reducing excessively broad street width by five feet (at the planning stage) and using that 
paving material to create a sidewalk on the far side of an 8 to 10-foot wide planting strip (for shade trees), 
a safe place for children could be created where they can pull their wagons, wheel their tricycles about, draw 
hopscotch boxes, and walk to the homes of their friends. There would also be a safe place for parents to 
push baby carriages, and for seniors to go for evening strolls or visit neighbors. 
 

The social importance of sidewalks has been all but forgotten in suburbia, where they are rarely built in 

subdivisions. As one observer from Louisville has noted: "Families get to know one another better when 

there are sidewalks. Without them, it is awkward to take a walk. You feel you're intruding. A man walking 

along a sidewalk appears to have a purpose; a man walking in the street looks suspicious.  Without 

sidewalks, houses are just houses. When sidewalks tie them together with a neat ribbon of concrete, 

they become part of something more: a neighborhood" (Pearce, 1980). 

 

The typical ordinance requirement that sidewalks be provided “when density is greater than three 

dwellings per acre, or when a new subdivision is located near schools, shops, and churches” misses the 

mark, since most subdivisions are not located near schools, shops, or churches. Besides, even when new 

neighborhoods are located within walking distance of such facilities (an admirable goal), schoolchildren, 

shoppers, and worshippers are not the only residents possessing working legs.  

This kind of ordinance language this fails to recognize the benefits that such amenities offer. Numerous 

surveys have revealed that the prime recreational pastime of Americans is walking. The results of careless 

decisions by local officials to waive sidewalk requirements have long-term implications for the families 

and seniors living in those new neighborhoods. Officials can either require safe, off-street footpaths to be 

provided -- or they can effectively force residents of all ages onto travel lanes where vigilance and 

alacrity are needed to dodge SUVs, pick-ups, motorcycles, and large trucks that might be driven by 

distracted drivers (Fig. 12-2). 

                        

Figure 12-2: The contrast between these two images could hardly be greater. Imagine where the mother and her two children 
in Sheridan WY would be walking, were it not for the sidewalk: in the street -- just like the less fortunate couple   from 
Richmond IN, pulling their child in a wagon, the dad keeping his eyes focused on the rear flank, while the mom looks out for 
vehicles coming from the other direction  (RA both) 
 

A Fresh Look at Street Standards 

To its enormous credit, the American Society of Civil Engineers, in cooperation with the National 

Association of Home Builders and the Urban Land Institute, has twice updated its classic handbook, 

Residential Streets. Based upon the logical premise that the design of a residential street should be 

appropriate to its functions, the second edition began with a harsh critique of then-current practices, which 

it attributed to early standard-setting based upon readily available state highway department manuals. (In 

fact, in some states, such as Virginia, Delaware, and Montana, subdivision street design standards are still 

controlled by the state Department of Transportation.)  



 

Simply put, the major problem has been that public officials and professional associations have often 

adopted standards that, although reasonable for major, high-speed thoroughfares, are not appropriate for 

local residential streets. Although the major national code responsible for excessive street standards 

(AASHTO) revised its very outdated recommendations several years ago, many communities around the 

county which adopted those standards have not updated them accordingly. Many municipal engineers and 

consultants trained decades ago continue to believe in wider streets with very gradual curves, appropriate for 

high-speed arterials but not for local streets. However, professional thinking has been evolving. As noted in 

the foreword to Residential Streets, “State transportation agencies, which promulgate standards for major 

roads that have often been applied inappropriately to residential streets, now explicitly endorse the operation 

of local streets narrow enough to require oncoming traffic to stop and yield.” (Kulash, 2001). 

 

This chapter examines a number of ways that communities can calm traffic and lower vehicle speeds to 

safer levels, including reducing pavement width and street curvature, and deliberately  introducing physical 

elements in the roadway such as centerline medians, treed islands, and roundabouts. 

 

Excessive Widths and “Road Diets” 

Pavement width is one of the most obvious differences between  new  subdivision streets and older streets in the community, 

including the rural collector roads typically serving them. Although most subdivision streets provide only local 

access for residents, they are often required to have paved surfaces ranging from 24 to 30 feet wide, and 

occasionally up to 36 feet for streets serving more than a few dozen homes. Such excessive widths are not 

justified by either the volume or the speed of traffic routinely using these streets. Even the lower number (24 feet) 

equates to the width of two travel lanes on interstate highways (12 feet wide) that carry many thousands of 

vehicles per day at high speeds. If each subdivision house generates an average of 10 trips per day, three dozen 

homes would create only 360 vehicle trips. If spread out  over the course of a 16-hour period, this would amount to 

only one car every three minutes. Even if two vehicles travel on the same stretch of road at the same time, there would clearly 

be no problem with 18 to 20 feet of paved width. (See Figure .12-6) 

 

In many areas the paved width of rural collector roads handling all the vehicles coming from local streets -- and much 

more -- is 18 to 20 feet, and they easily accommodate traffic volumes of several thousand vehicles per day. This is true 

for many rural two-lane county highways as well, which are adequate for the amount of traffic, its average speed (30 to 

40 mph), and normal vehicle widths. The average car or pickup measures about 5-1/2 to 6-1/2 feet across, and other trucks and 

school buses rarely exceed seven feet in width. This demonstrates that travel lanes nine or ten feet wide are 

sufficient, in neighborhoods or on major collectors serving them, and that local street standards should not 

require greater widths, as they often do. 
 

Quoting from Residential Streets, “Designers should select the minimum width that will reasonably satisfy all 

realistic needs... The tendency of many communities to equate wider streets with better streets and to design traffic 

and parking lanes for free-flow traffic is a highly questionable practice. Certainly providing for two 11- or 12-foot 

traffic lanes that are never occupied by parking can encourage traffic to speed. Encouraging slower traffic speeds 

through narrower streets can improve the safety of streets for residents. Some studies indicate that as a street 

becomes wider, accidents per mile increase exponentially; and that the safest residential street may be a narrow 

street.” (Kulash  2001)  

 

It is a fact that most people tend to drive faster on wide, empty pavements than they do on less-wide streets. Due to our 

peripheral vision, 25 to 30 mph is generally the maximum speed that most people are comfortable driving on 20-foot 

wide residential streets (especially when planted with rows of shade trees on each side), whereas we can reach speeds 

of 35 to 40 mph on wider streets before we sense we are traveling too fast for road conditions (Greenbie, 1981).  

 



One of the most disturbing aspects of this situation is the conventional thinking common among municipal 

engineers: 70 percent of public officials interviewed in 75 cities nationwide stated that they believe the most 

appropriate paved width of residential streets (curb to curb) is between 36 and 40 feet (Ben-Joseph, 1995). The 

rationale given is that this width is needed to allow the free flow of motor traffic, plus two lanes of on-street parking. 

However, to mitigate the speeding and safety problems created by these excessive widths, the same officials support 

installing speed bumps and four-way stop signs, tacitly acknowledging the failure of such streets to function 

properly. 
The importance of encouraging slower traffic speeds on residential streets can be appreciated from statistics on 

stopping distances. For example, greater vehicle speeds caused by wide streets increase both the time and length of 

braking distances and the severity of crashes. When drivers travel at 40 mph and see pedestrians walking in or 

crossing the roadway100 feet ahead, they are able to slow only slightly, to 38 mph upon impact. But those moving at 

25 mph will be able to stop within 100 feet and avoid hitting the pedestrian. The chances of pedestrians being killed 

by moving vehicles drops dramatically from 85 percent at 40 mph to 45 percent at 30 mph to just five percent at 20 

mph. Furthermore, stopping distances on wet pavements rise from 107 feet at 20 mph to 196 feet at 30 mph, a 66 

percent increase (Chellman, 1990). For community planners, the lesson is clear: even small increases in vehicular 

speeds produce disproportionately large increases in pedestrian deaths. 

(http://humantransport.org/sidewalks/SpeedKills.htm)  

 
 

      vc 
 
.Figures  12-3: Neighborhood streets are sometimes required to be so excessively wide that cars can be parked transversely, 
with room for vehicles to pass on either side, as in this example from Washoe County, NV. Such wide streets are “dangerous by 
design” because they encourage faster speeds. Money spent on the needlessly wide asphalt could have been used to provide 
sidewalks, separated from curbs with lines of shade trees. Contrast this with the older neighborhood street in Bozeman, MT. 
(RA both) 

  
The results of a Colorado study demonstrate that wider streets are dangerous by design. According to an analysis of 

20,000 police accident reports from the City of Longmont, the accident rate on 36-foot wide subdivision streets was 

400 percent greater than the rate on 24-foot streets. Furthermore, wider streets were also more dangerous when all 

risks are considered, because of the higher travel speeds they generate. Specifically, the risk of injury in traffic 

accidents on wide subdivision  streets is 37 times greater than the risk of injury in a burning house located on a 

narrower street, due to the fact that house fires are very rare, while traffic accidents are not (Swift, 2006) .  

 

These statistics are important to emphasize in discussions with local fire officials, who often resist proposed 

changes to street standards. To address this issue at the highest level, the USEPAs Smart Growth program and 

the Congress for the New Urbanism began collaborating in 2008 with fire marshals from across the country in 

the Emergency Response & Street Design Initiative, to discuss how decreasing pavement width combined with 

increased street connectivity can improve emergency response time. As noted by the CNU. “those times suffer, 

and response distances increase, when street networks are designed as poorly connected mazes of culs-de-sac.”, and 

http://humantransport.org/sidewalks/SpeedKills.htm


when low-density development sprawls ever farther from fire stations (Wren, 2011) The goal of this initiative is to 

draft amendments to the International Fire Code to provide greater flexibility with regard to street pavement widths.  
 

When fire safety officials oppose decreasing street widths, one proven technique is to invite them to bring their 

vehicles onto a development site where traffic cones can be arranged to trace the alignment of the proposed streets 

and curves, to see if engine drivers can negotiate the layout. These exercises usually show that fire engines easily 

navigate around the cones, result in decreased opposition to progressive street design recommendations (Fig. 12-5). 

 

                                   
 
Figure 12-4: The gazebo protruding into the subdivision street at New Point in Beaufort SC (right) was inspired by St. Philip’s Church on 
Church Street in Charleston (left), which traffic has navigated around since 1836 (RA both) 

 

      
 
Figure 12-5:  Los Angeles County Fire Department vehicle maneuvering practices in Asuza CA (left) demonstrate how fire engines can 
negotiate tight turns when necessary. Street alignment is shifted horizontally by one lane width in Habersham SC (right) to calm traffic speed 
in a manner that does not compromise public safety.  Sources: Dan Burden (left), Tom Low (right)  

 

Each year, firefighters in many communities regularly practice navigating at cone courses set up in open fields or 

large parking lots, to give drivers an opportunity to practice challenging navigation through obstacles.. Another 

technique is to ask them if they have ever not been able to get to a fire in older neighborhoods where streets are not as wide as 

those in newer ones. These approaches can be used either when applicants propose development with less-wide streets, or – 

better – when staff  propose that current municipal street standards be reviewed and updated. 
 

Part of the problem is caused by the ever-increasing size of new fire engines, and in this regard a dialog with local fire officials 

might lead to decisions to order new vehicles that fit the community’s existing streets, rather requiring wider streets in new 

neighborhoods to accommodate the larger vehicles. Sizing new fire engines in this way would avoid putting needlessly large 

vehicles into use in residential areas (Kulash, 2000). 

 

 

 

 



             
   

Figure 12-6: In most contemporary subdivisions, except those built at higher urban densities, people usually park in driveways and 
garages. In residential areas with low traffic, the occasional car parked along an 18- to 20-foot-wide street will, at worst, cause one of two 
approaching vehicles to slow down, allowing the other to pass, as shown in this example from Malvern, Pennsylvania (left).  Cars and trucks 
should travel slowly through residential neighborhoods for the safety of children and pets. However, when streets are lightly traveled and 
pavements are four to six times as wide as most vehicles (which typically measure less than six feet across), drivers unconsciously increase 
their speed. Streets as wide as this one in East Hempfield Twp., Lancaster County PA (right) are not only needless, expensive, and 
ugly, they are also “dangerous by design” because they encourage speeding. Ironically, this street is about 50 percent wider than those 
that serve older neighborhoods in some nearby communities very well. (RA both) 

 

Engineers call such streets “yield streets” because a single travel lane serves light volumes of occasional two-way 

traffic. Where lots are smaller and the need for on-street parking increases, yield streets can be designed with three 

lanes, two of which could be used for intermittent parking. Although public safety officials often state that fire truck 

stabilizers require 16 feet of roadway for set-up, stabilizers are needed only when a truck is parked and deploys aerial 

ladders, and those long ladders are rarely needed in single-family neighborhoods. 

 

When residential densities reach four or more dwelling units per acre, however, local streets should generally be 

sized to accommodate one or two lanes of on-street parking, in addition to two travel lanes. This would lead to a 

pavement width of 26 feet (for one parking lane) and 32 feet (for two such lanes). Because these parking lanes would 

frequently be occupied by parked vehicles, the effective travel width would be narrowed to two lanes and would not 

present a micro-freeway situation. Adding one (or two) parking lanes is not unreasonable in such higher-density 

situations, where there is less room for two-car garages and parking driveways, and where many residents and 

their visitors regularly use the streets for parking.  

 

One way of striking a compromise with local engineers or public safety personnel is to concede a 24-foot width for the 

sand-and-gravel road base, with an 18-foot paved driving surface, lined by shoulders three-feet wide on each side. In 

the more humid and temperate states and in the Pacific Northwest, these shoulders could be topped with three inches of 

loam and seeded with a hardy, low-growing ground cover such as white clover. In that way, the effective width for 

parking is increased, while travel speeds are slowed. In hotter and/or more arid regions, design solutions might involve 

specially graded or colored gravel (or clamshells, in coastal areas). 

 

Related to pavement width is the issue of cleared width, where new subdivision streets are created in wooded 

areas. Some public works directors insist on clearing the entire right-of-way (typically 50 feet wide). As with 

pavement width, often the best approach is to document existing conditions along older roads that give the community 

its rural character. Those byways typically and safely accommodate 18-foot pavements, nominal shoulders, 

drainage swales, and utility poles without being clear-cut across the entire right-of-way. 

 

By studying the arrangement of these features, and showing their location on a cross-sectional sketch drawn to scale, 

one can present the best case for continuing the community's traditional approach (as contrasted with an over-

engineered solution that is out of step with the existing norm). In areas receiving heavy snowfall, adequate provision 



must be made for snow storage, but this rarely requires more than an eight-foot wide "snow shoulder" on each side of 

the 18 to 20-foot wide access street, even where winter conditions are particularly severe. And because some of the 

snow can be pushed onto lightly wooded margins, totally clearing the "snow shoulder" is usually unnecessary. 

Another consideration in snowbelt states with many coniferous trees, clearing to the right of way on the south side of 

streets and roads allows more sunlight to fall onto the pavement and melt the snow, and on major collectors with 

higher design speeds this can improve driving safety. 
 

In Albemarle County VA, planning staff have asked the state DOT to amend its policies to allow subdivision streets in 

areas of rolling terrain to be designed to the state's less stringent "mountainous terrain standards." State engineers 

have agreed to do this on a case-by-case basis. By reducing right-of-way and pavement widths, allowing for shorter 

curve radii, and permitting slightly steeper gradients, earthmoving, disturbance to landforms, and tree removal are 

considerably lessened, improving aesthetics and reducing environmental impacts.  (email from Michael Koslow, 

Albemarle County Community Development Department, 3.22.12).  

 

Shorter Curves to Calm Traffic  

 

Applying highway design criteria to residential streets not only results in vehicles speeding due to excessive pavement 

width, but drivers are also given no reason to slow down when rounding curves. When curves are very gradual, as 

many codes require them to be, there is little need to touch the brake pedal. It is not uncommon to encounter "minimum 

centerline curve radii" (the measurement used to draw road curves accurately) of 350 feet or 450 feet, which are 

appropriate for design speeds of 35 mph.  Occasionally (as in Newtown CT for many years) the minimum distance is 

600 feet! 

 

Since a centerline radius of 140 feet is considered adequate for traffic speeds of 25 mph (Chellman, 1991), a good 

argument can be made on public safety grounds for not requiring longer radii, when designing road curves in 

subdivisions where a principal objective should be to discourage traffic from exceeding that speed. If the goal is to 

slow travel speed to 20 mph when rounding curves, a centerline radius of 90 feet would be an appropriate choice, 

based upon tables relating centerline radius to design speed published by the American Association of State Highway 

and Transportation Officials. In a1920s neighborhood in Cranford, NJ, a 72-foot radius road curve slows cars to 

about 15 to 18 mph, ideal for safety. (See Fig. 12-7)   

+    

 
Figure 12-7: Many subdivision ordinances require street curves with centerline radii of 350 to 450 feet, making them so gradual 
that drivers can round them easily at 30 to 35 mph. A safer, more sensible approach is to set a maximum radius of 150 feet, 
with the norm being more in the range of 90 to 120 feet, to force drivers to operate their vehicles more safely as they travel 
through neighborhoods. The above photographs show a street curve built to a 72-foot centerline radius on Severin Court in 
Cranford NJ , designed in the 1920s,  which prevents speeding traffic. (RA both) 
 

Residential Streets suggests design speeds of 20 mph for local streets on level or rolling terrain (ASCE, 

2001). Centerline radii of 90 to 165 feet are appropriate for design speeds of 20 and 25 mph on local 



streets and minor collectors.  Curves gentler than that invite faster traffic because, with smaller 

curvatures, drivers must slow down when they round the bend.  In fact, designing curves on local access 

streets at 90-100 foot radii is preferable because many drivers ignore posted speed limits and travel at speeds 

they consider to be reasonable and convenient, often more than is safe for pedestrians or other motorists 

(Hoyle, 1995). 

 

Another common problem with conventional street standards is their requirement that curves must be 

separated by a straight segment when they change direction. This is another inappropriate carryover from 

highway design manuals and is particularly inappropriate when roads parallel a winding stream, when they 

follow hillside contours, or when for aesthetic reasons site designers wish to introduce a deliberate meander 

as the road traverses a meadow or field. (A good example of this can be seen in the site plans for Birch 

Hollow and Dobbins Creek, " illustrated in Chapter 21). 
 
In such instances it is often desirable to employ "reverse curves” that allow streets to change their direction 
(from right to left, or vice versa) without an intervening straight segment (called a tangent). The visual 
appeal of deliberately meandering lanes through small rural subdivisions is destroyed by such 
engineering standards, which instantly transform them into graceless, mechanical streets. To achieve these 
desired results, engineers must specifically override the standard computer-assisted design (CAD) 
formulae on their software to delete these unnecessary tangents. 

Curbing the Tendency to Curb 

The necessity for curbing is often overstated. When one considers that stormwater drainage is generally 
not a problem along the many miles of uncurbed country roads serving most rural communities (including 
many roads lined with homes built at different times), it is obvious that there are more natural ways to 
handle storm runoff. Broad grassy swales have been used to great advantage in many subdivisions, where narrower, 
deeper ditches are less appealing. Drainage grates leading to culverts can be used to conduct excess water 
away from low spots on one side of the road.  In many cases the stormwater will tend to seep into the ground 
along the roadside, unless the soil is frozen, heavy, or impermeable. 

 

Several respected texts on subdivision street design strongly discourage the use of curbing. The authors of The 

Subdivision and Site Plan Handbook state emphatically that "Since curbing intensifies runoff, every 

opportunity for a natural drainage system should be encouraged" (Listokin and Walker, 1989). Similarly, 

the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection actively discourages towns from requiring 

curbing and underdrains in new rural subdivisions where lots are one-half-acre in size or larger, on sites 

that are not too flat or steep, and which do  not have poorly drained soils with high clay content. With 

those exceptions, infiltration swales are generally recommended to receive runoff from five acres or less. 

“Water quality swales provide significantly higher pollutant removal than traditional grass drainage 

channels by temporarily storing and treating runoff using wetland processes such as sedimentation, 

adsorption, and microbial breakdown.” (Connecticut 2004 Stormwater Quality Manual), 

http://www.ct.gov/dep/lib/dep/water_regulating_and_discharges/stormwater/manual/CH11_WQ_P-

5.pdf).  One of the agency’s concerns is that roadway pollutants (including dissolved salts and waterborne 

oils) should not be channelized into receiving streams, but should be treated in swales. In a like manner, the 

Bucks County (Pennsylvania) Planning Commission, in Performance Streets, advises that "Curbs 

should not be provided unless they are found to be essential for stormwater management," citing the 

example of high density development of four or more units per acre. Even in such situations, however, as 

when creating, extending, or infilling a village, curbing can be eliminated if sufficient infiltration areas 

are provided either within or beyond the right-of-way (cf. chapter 13 and the Village Homes case example 

in chapter 20). Even along steep rural roads, for example, with gradients of eight percent or more, it is 

preferable to line the drainage ditches with four- to six-inch diameter stone which reduces flow velocity and 

prevents erosion and sedimentation.  

 

http://www.ct.gov/dep/lib/dep/water_regulating_and_discharges/stormwater/manual/CH11_WQ_P-5.pdf
http://www.ct.gov/dep/lib/dep/water_regulating_and_discharges/stormwater/manual/CH11_WQ_P-5.pdf


      

Figure 12-8: Where curbing is required to control storm water flow, designs with gently sloping profiles are often adequate, 
as shown in this example from Narragansett Pier, RI (left), with a “thickened edge”. Besides being less urban, less intrusive visually, 
less prone to damage, and sometimes less expensive, they are also more easily mounted by emergency vehicles. An uncurbed 
street in the small town of Port Royal, SC (right), provides a good model for other similar communities to consider and adopt, 
where soils are permeable and winters are mild (right). (RA both) 
 

When curbing is required, concrete is normally the most suitable affordable material. Asphalt curbing is 
very easily damaged—sometimes whole sections are deeply gouged or relocated by snow plows—and 
should generally be prohibited. Granite is exceedingly expensive, and Belgian block is both costly and 
visually inappropriate for curbing rural roads (being essentially an urban street paving material). 
Unfortunately, some communities require expensive curbing and underdrainage systems to elevate 
construction costs to the point where developers will decide not to subdivide, or to build only 
expensive houses generating greater tax revenues.  

 
Curb shapes vary considerably. Vertical curbs (including ones with a slight angle from the perpendicular) 

are generally best suited for subdivisions in more central areas where this type is traditional. In outlying 
areas where curbs are considered essential, the most appropriate shapes are those that incline back away 
from the road at a low angle. Several types exist, including "mountable curbs", and "Cape Cod berms" 
and the “thickened edge”. (See Figure 12-8) These appear less urban than the more vertical variety and also 
enable vehicles to pull out of the travel lane onto the grassy verge (tree planting strip) for short-term 
parking. Where continuous underdrains are needed but where curbing is not essential, precast concrete 
gutters with a slightly concave cross-section are another option. They also serve to stabilize the edge of 
the asphalt roadway.  
 

. It is unlikely that many local officials realize curbing increases the volume of stormwater that must be 

handled, because rather than allowing natural absorption into the soil, it channelizes the water into specific 

discharge points. To prevent this concentrated flow from overwhelming a receiving stream or any culverts 

downstream, a second engineering solution is often required to mitigate the problems caused by the first 

one (i.e., the curbing). The second "solution" typically takes the form of a detention basin or a retention 

pond, features that are generally regarded as undesirable by abutting residents because they tend to 

become collecting areas for windblown rubbish and breeding grounds for mosquitoes. Although drainage 

ponds are sometimes inevitable, it is best to avoid their construction whenever possible, unless a well-funded 

homeowner association is created to maintain their appearance and functionality. When providing them is 

essential, one approach worth considering is to design them as self-draining detention basins (Figure 13-2)  

Several well-used neighborhood recreation areas in subdivisions in Flossmoor, Illinois, for example, also 

serve as large, flat detention basins where stormwater is held back for several hours after heavy rains. The 

grass is mowed regularly, and a perimeter berm contains the excess water, which is allowed to drain out 

continuously through a small "choker" pipe at the low end of the playing field (which remains flooded 

only for a matter of hours after major cloudbursts).  
 



Center Medians for Beauty and Safety 

A time-honored way of slowing traffic and boosting property values is to introduce a treed median down 

the middle of streets, in both commercial and residential districts. In new subdivisions, existing natural 

and cultural features can be designed around and integrated into the layout for greater marketability and 

lasting beauty. The examples in Fig. 12-9 show tree lines or hedgerows saved by building entrance and 

exit roads paralleling the line of mature burr oaks in Lake Elmo MN, and a drainage ditch in a former 

cotton field transformed into a linear water garden in Demarest Landing, Wilmington NC. 

                

Figure 12-9:Natural site features can provide excellent design elements for central medians in new neighborhoods, as 
illustrated by the line of burr oaks from an old hedgerow in Lake Elmo MN (top)  and the water channel (formerly a drainage 
ditch between cotton fields) at Demarest Landing, near Wilmington NC. (RA both) 

Modern Street Roundabouts:  Modern low-speed street roundabouts, whose diameters are half to one-

third the size of those in the high-speed highway traffic circles built in previous eras, have deliberately 

tighter street curvature on the entering and existing lanes which reduce traffic speed very effectively. (By 

contrast, large traffic circles were designed with angled entry ramps allowing traffic to enter the larger 

circles at higher speeds.)  Sizewise, roundabouts centers range from 70 to 160 feet in diameter, versus 300 

to 400 feet and more for traffic circles and rotaries. 

Smooth operations are ensured by following the simple, standard rule that entering traffic yields to 

circulating traffic. Although uninformed opponents often allege that roundabouts are more dangerous 

(one group in Mt. Pleasant SC called them “circles of death”), these smart intersections involve far fewer 

conflict points than signalized intersections (eight versus 32, for two intersecting two-lane roads) and 

accidents tend to be less severe because there are no opposing movements. Compared with signalized 

intersections, they reduce crashes by 35 percent, injuries by 76 percent, and fatalities by 90 percent 

(USDOT, Federal Highway Administration). For these reasons, roundabouts are particularly useful in 

locations where a large number of right-angle, head-on, left turn/through or U-turn accidents have 

occurred, or when there has been a high percentage of severe collisions.  

Opposition usually disappears rapidly once roundabouts have been built and used for a short while. 

Carmel, IN (population 79,000) built its first one as an experiment in 1997 and now has over 70, more 

than any other city in the country. This community has found them to be very functional and has been 

systematically replacing its older signalized intersections with them, because they move traffic more 

smoothly and safely. Also, since they slow travel speed at intersections, they give both drivers and 

pedestrians time to react to each other, resulting in improved safety records. In this respect they perform 

like other traffic-calming measures such as narrowing lane width, installing medians, etc. Plans are 

underway to eliminate all but one of the remaining 30 traffic lights in town. 
(http://www.economist.com/node/21538779) 



 

                                                  

Figure 12-10: Roundabouts are being designed not only to retrofit existing intersections, as Carmel IN is systematically doing, 
but also within new residential and mixed-use developments, such as Asbury Park in Louisville KY. (RA) 

Many communities smaller than Carmel are installing roundabouts. For example, Malta NY (population 14,651), 

located 28 miles north of Albany, has built 13 since 2006, with two more on the drawing boards. Roundabouts are 

officially preferred by engineers at the state transportation agency, with special justification now required for 

conventional signalization.  

According to Bill Baranowski of Roundabouts USA, who has been involved in the analysis and design of nearly 100 

roundabouts, traffic signals cause unnecessary delays for many reasons:  

 No vehicles enter the intersection during the intervals needed to provide a minimum green time for each 

movement in every cycle.  

 Heavy left turns, even from exclusive lanes, require dedicated phases that rob time from the major movements. 

 The "lost time" associated with beginning and ending each green phase further reduces the time available for 

moving traffic.  

 Because signals are mechanical devices that require maintenance, periodically malfunction, and need electricity, 

they provide no control during power failures.  

 Because many signal violations occur at higher speeds, accidents are frequently severe.  

 Left and right turns on red create additional conflicts.  

 Left turns from shared lanes unnecessarily impede other movements in those lanes, reducing efficiency  

 DOTs in New York, Virginia, Maryland, Oregon, California, and Florida – and the Federal Highway 

Administration --have formally recommended roundabouts as viable alternatives to signals in many situations. 

http://www.roundaboutsusa.com/intro/why-roundabouts.html 

Interestingly, in Western Australia, signals are generally considered to be the least-desirable option when 

improving intersections. Roundabouts have been proposed by a growing number of municipal and state 

authorities there because they offer numerous important safety benefits compared with signals, and are 

rated as providing equal capacity for traffic levels up to 7,000 entering vehicles per hour, or 60,000 

vehicles/day. (It should be noted that at those upper levels, no intersection design provides the ideal 

traveler experience.) Although tens of thousands of roundabouts can be found in Europe, in the US there 

are only 3,000. But gradually this will change, as their multiple benefits become more widely known. 

Annual savings in electricity and maintenance costs are estimated to be $5,000, and their design life is 2.5 

times longer than the 10-year service life of signal equipment. (USDOT FHA). Roundabouts can replace 

existing signalized intersections when sufficient land is available: their diameters (measured from the 

outside edge of the outer lanes) typically range from 100 to 180 feet for typical one-lane and two-lane 

designs. 



Back Lanes and Alleys 

 

Back lanes or alleys, a traditional part of community design, did not become common until after towns 

were platted in great number after the Northwest Ordinance of 1785. That historic act by the Continental 

Congress authorized the platting of townships, sections, and ranges in a National Survey Grid which 

provided for the orderly disposition of the public domain, the generation of revenues for the new national 

government, and a framework for settlement, in recognition of rising pressure by land speculators to 

further divide and sell land to westward migrants.  

 

Throughout the nineteenth century a multitude of surveyors (and, later, civil engineers) spread westward 

across the country, laying out geometric street grids wherever a railroad company or land speculator 

wished to attract people to live in their newly planned communities. Frequently these grids were laid out 

with rear lanes or alleys, as witnessed by examples as distant as Iowa City and Bozeman MT. However, 

particularly in the mid-Atlantic and New England regions, streets previously evolved organically with 

more respect for topography, usually without alleys, except in the larger cities. The absence of alleys in 

many of the older small towns in New England, New York, New Jersey and Ohio demonstrates that 

otherwise “traditional” towns function well enough without this more urban street form. In towns that 

historically developed without alleys, these features continue to remain absent in newer developments, 

and are considered by many residents and officials to be out of character with local traditions. 
 

 

Although alleys were common throughout much of the rest of the country during the 19
th
 century and the 

early decades of the 20
th
, they fell out of favor nearly everywhere by developers and municipalities by 

1930, being seen as duplicative, unnecessary, and a waste landscape neglected by both homeowners and 

public works departments. (Martin, 2001) 

 

As mid-century house styles evolved to favor ranches and Capes built with their long axes parallel to the 

street, lots increased in area and frontage. Those wider lots enabled garages to be located more 

conveniently beside (and often attached to) new homes, instead of being detached and located along rear 

lot lines. Eliminating alleys reduced infrastructure construction and maintenance costs and, in later years, 

became appreciated for not increasing impervious surfaces and stormwater runoff.  

 

When neighborhood design trends came to favor increased efficiency, walkability, and higher densities 

toward the end of the 20
th
 century, partly in recognition of the public costs associated with low-density 

sprawl, alleys began to reappear in new residential areas, particularly in “new urban” or neo-traditional 

developments. In some notable instances, streets along front lot lines were eliminated, so homes could 

face directly onto neighborhood greens or ponds, as illustrated in Figure 12-11. Fronting homes directly 

onto open space increases their marketability and livability, eliminates costly duplication of street 

pavement, and reduces stormwater runoff. This approach is legalized by amending zoning to require lots 

to abut either streets or alleys, eliminating the need for double frontages. 

 



         
Figure 12-11: Homes can front directly onto neighborhood greens when their garages are located in the rear and are accessed 
by alleys or back lanes. These examples, from Terra Maria in Howard County MD (left) and I’On in Mt. Pleasant SC illustrate the 
benefits of not adding asphalt unnecessarily in front of the houses, allowing residents to step directly from their homes to the 
attractive green. According to fire officials who have approved such projects, there is no public safety reason not to revise local 
zoning to allow such arrangements. (RA both) 

 

In most situations, however, lots in new urban neighborhoods abut both streets and alleys. Providing rear 

access to residential properties, particularly lots narrower than 60 feet, is a very useful design device to 

un-clutter streetscapes with wide driveways and garage doors, which visually dominate when homes are 

less wide than they are deep. When garages with doors facing the street are attached to the fronts of 

narrower houses, the homes become secondary appendages and are largely blocked from view.  The 

results are even more displeasing when lots are less than 40 feet wide, or when homes are attached to each 

other (Fig. 12-12), in what has been called the ultimate in “snout-house” design. The overall impression is 

an ungainly marriage of multi-family dwellings with self-storage units.  
 

                                      
 

Figure 12-12: Front-facing garages disfigure single family homes on the left and multi-family dwellings on the right when houses 
are less wide than they are deep. These street elevations look like alley views, but sadly they are not. (RA both) 
 

Just like residential streets, alleys should always be planted with shade trees by the developer, as a 

condition of approval. If shade trees are not planted at the beginning, chances are that alleys will remain 

barren and ugly virtually forever. With proper tree planting, however, these back lanes become pleasant 

neighborhood walkways and relatively safe, attractive places for children to play in. 

 



   
 

Figure 12-13: It is difficult not to appreciate the advantages of adding code provisions requiring that residential alleys be 
planted with shade trees just like those required along the streets in front of the houses, when comparing these photos taken 
at NewTown St. Charles near St. Louis (top), and at Eagleview in Upper Uwchlan Township, Chester County PA (bottom). (RA 
both) 
 

Concerns that these rear accessways would add to municipal maintenance costs can be addressed by 

designating them as private ways to be maintained by HOAs, which is logical since they basically 

function as shared driveways and it discourages municipal engineers from requiring overly wide 

pavements. Pavements must be sufficient to allow access by garbage trucks (12-14 feet), but not so wide 

as to encourage parking (16 feet). which then makes it difficult for garbage trucks to navigate. Typically 

12 feet is adequate, and 10 feet suffices when designed as one-way drives. Appropriate rights-of-way 

widths are 24 feet when single-loaded and 32 feet when double loaded, to permit shade tree planting 

along both sides and to allow for driveway aprons eight feet deep. Siting garages eight feet from alley 

pavements provides driver visibility up and down the lane before backing into it. Many new urban codes 

specify 28-30 feet between opposing garage doors (or 14-15 feet to the alley centerline) to facilitate 

backing movements. When additional parking (beyond the capacity of two-car garages) is anticipated or 

needed, an extra parking space can be created parallel to garages, reducing temptations to park in alleys. 

Alley pavement widths could be increased to 14 feet when homes front onto “greenway streets” or 

“mews” (see figure 8-18) where fire engine access could be problematical.  

 

These approaches can also help to shave some of the initial construction costs reported by developers, 

who note that excessive municipal standards regarding alley pavement width sufficient for fire engines 

(sometimes 18-20 feet, effectively creating another local access street behind every home), plus storm 

drainage and occasionally curbs as well, can boost total street costs by as much as 25 to 30 percent. Such 

increases can severely reduce and sometimes erase their profit margins, unless those costs can be 

recouped through increased home prices, which is often not possible in highly competitive markets. It 

should be noted that the wide alleys demanded by some fire departments are not necessary, as firefighters 

perform effectively in subdivisions without any alleys at all. A 12-foot wide alley pavement (too narrow 

for parking, and therefore always clear) represents a bonus for firemen, and need not be widened to 18 

feet. 

 

Cul-de-Sacs and their Alternatives 
 
Because they interrupt the pattern of connecting streets, cul-de-sacs reduce motorized accessibility between 
adjacent neighborhoods, and tend to increase traffic volume on nearby collector streets. When they are 
joined by footpaths and bikeways, however, accessibility for nonmotorized travel is not hindered. 
Although opinions on cul-de-sacs are split in both the planning and engineering professions, cul-de-sacs 
do have a continuing role to play in neighborhood design. Wherever possible, they should be required to 
provide walkway and bikepath connections to other streets. A cul-de-sac pattern, if supplemented with a 
network of such pathways, can create a highly connected and very walkable neighborhood, as 



demonstrated by both the Radburn and Village Homes case examples in Chapter 20.  
 
Radburn was designed specifically to reduce pedestrian fatalities, particularly those involving young 
children. Unquestionably, cul-de-sacs offer quiet and safe streets. Studies confirm that “cul-de-sacs are 
more frequently and more safely used by children” (Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 2003). However, 
because new gridded streets can be specially designed to calm traffic and reduce travel speeds, this 
advantage has been lessened. 
 

Where significant open space is not being provided, a stronger case can be made that streets should 
generally connect with other streets. However, occasional cul-de-sacs should be allowed where connections 
are not feasible or would be possible only by filling wetlands, felling mature trees, or leveling a knoll. They 
are also appropriate when a street connection would create a shortcut for  a significant volume of traffic 
through the neighborhood. In areas without existing or planned streets with which to connect, the cul-de-
sac should include paved stubs extending to adjoining parcels where future connections are feasible. Paved 
stubs inform potential buyers that a street will ultimately connect with another neighborhood. Where street 
connections are not feasible, a bikeway or footpath link should always be provided.   

 

Notably, cul-de-sacs were employed by Garden City neighborhood designers in England a century ago to 
create safer living environments without through-streets, benefitting children and other pedestrians. 
However, connectedness was not sacrificed because those early designers provided many footpath links 
(sometimes called “twittens”, an English term believed to be related to the word “between”). Olmstead 
introduced them in his design for the Druid Hills neighborhood of Atlanta to provide mid-block 
connections between parallel streets. In the Meadowbrook neighborhood of Brunswick ME, developed 
during the late 20

th
 century, twittens thread between houselots to connect cul-de-sacs with nearby streets 

behind them, and occasionally parallel streets with each other. Many of these footpaths also link to an 
extensive trail network winding through hundreds of acres of town-owned conservation land (Fig. 15-9). 

 

     
Figure 12-14: Twittens, or cross-block connections, from a neighborhood designed for shipbuilders in Bath Maine in 
1917, and two contemporary examples (in Grand Forks ND and Seaside FL), provide additional opportunities for 
residents to walk through their neighborhoods.  Sources: Housing the Shipbuilders, 1917, and RA both photos)  

 

It should be noted that the tendency toward cul-de-sacs originally arose because excessive street 

design standards had created virtual raceways through residential neighborhoods. These potential 

raceways can be easily avoided by designing shorter street lengths with numerous three-way "T" 

intersections to discourage through traffic, as is deliberately done in Australia and the United Kingdom 

(Chellman, 1990). Traffic speed can also be controlled very effectively by posting "all-way" stop signs, at 

four-way intersections, as is done in many new subdivisions in Chester County, Pennsylvania 

 

Although cul-de-sacs have been favored for decades, consumers also like neighborhood layouts featuring 
attractive, less-wide, pedestrian-friendly, streets with sidewalks, shade trees, short block lengths, and 
squares or greens. At a homebuilders’ home show in Harbortown, a new urban neighborhood in 
Memphis, not one of the 600 survey respondents noted the absence of cul-de-sacs, while nine out of ten 
said they liked the neighborhood’s streets. (Constantine, 1998) 



 

Standards for maximum cul-de-sac length in rural communities are oddly based on an older urban 
rationale. The common 600-foot rule was originally based on the fact that fire trucks typically carry 600 feet 
of hose to connect to hydrants. Clearly, this standard makes little sense in rural settings without water lines 
or hydrants. A more sensible rule would be based upon the number of families that would be at risk if their 
only access road were to become blocked during an emergency. Maine’s state model subdivision 
regulations sensibly specified 15 dwellings as the maximum allowed on a cul-de-sac, later refined to be 
based on average daily traffic, with a second entrance for proposed developments generating more than 200 
vehicle trips per day (usually about 20-25 homes), regardless of actual street length. This approach makes 
sense particularly in low-density situations where lots might be large or widely spaced and few homes 
would be at risk.  This performance-based approach is based on people and homes, not on asphalt paving 
length. 

  

Turning areas at the end of cul-de-sacs may take many forms. The most common one -- a huge paved circle 

of asphalt, typically over 100 feet in diameter -- should be allowed as a last resort. For streets with up 

to a dozen homes, a simple "hammerhead" or "turning-T" is sufficient (Fig. 12-15) which consumes 

about one-sixth of the land area used by circular cul-de-sacs. When more homes and vehicles are involved, 

turning loops are highly recommended. For visual interest, these loops should be pear-shaped, lengthening the 

area of greenspace, and planted with native trees that will eventually create a canopy filling the “celestial 

space” above this wide street ending. 

 

          
 

Figure 12-15: Hammerheads or “turning T’s” such as this one in South Kingstown RI are appropriate for up to 10 or 12 homes, 
and provide for three-point turns with less impervious surface. When the above concept is not feasible, cul-de-sacs should be 
terminated with islands planted with canopy shade trees. Plowing snow is much easier because plow operators can make one 
efficient sweep around the central island. (RA both) 

 

Closes: An alternative to standard short cul-de-sacs is the “court” or “close” ( Scottish for dead-end 

passageways leading from the street to a rear courtyard). Instead of a 50-foot wide right-of-way leading to 

a turnaround with a 130-foot outer-edge diameter, the street is designed as two parallel one-way travel 

lanes 11 to 16 feet wide (depending on whether on-street parking is permitted). The looping street is 

located within a 130-foot wide right-of-way separated by a central green that is typically 60 feet wide, 

which could serve as a bio-retention area or planting area. (Figs. 12-16, 12-17, and 20-2.1)  Such streets 

could be limited in length to 750 feet, if desired. The turning radius at the end is identical to that required 

for cul-de-sac” bulbs”, for ease in maneuvering long vehicles.  

 



            
 
Figure 12-16:  The court or “close” is a short single-entry street looping around a central green that is essentially a very broad 
landscaped median, greatly expanded in width to serve various functions, from aesthetic enhancement to stormwater 
management. Early examples such as this one from the 1920s in Mariemont OH were usually not designed with turning radii 
large enough for fire engines and moving vans, but newer ones have been built to more modern standards, typically with a 60-
foot radius at the far end. (Source: RA photo, Arendt 2005 and Natural Lands Trust) 

 

As this street form is essentially a “boulevarded cul-de-sac” --  two lanes separated by a green area, rather 

than by a white line -- it might not require special waivers. Closes can also be constructed so their 

surfaces pitch inward toward the green, without curbs on that edge, to irrigate a central planting area that 

is not elevated but is instead a foot or so lower (in its middle) than the street. This approach improves 

upon current practice, adding grace, beauty, and utility. The median should be planted with canopy shade 

trees that do well in both wet and dry conditions, such as red maple, sycamore, or cottonwood. City 

standards for closes in Grand Junction CO (where they are called “loop lanes”) include deep setbacks for 

garages (unless accessed from alleys) to provide for additional off-street parking, sometimes 

supplemented by guest parking stalls at the end of the loop street. 

http://contextsensitivesolutions.org/content/reading/Loop_Lanes/ 

 

 http://contextsensitivesolutions.org/   
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Figure 12-17: The land within the street loop can be planted with grass and shade trees, as in this 1974 example from Grand 
Junction CO (top), where a 12 feet lane surrounds a park measuring 60 by 180 feet, creating a convenient area for children’s 
informal play. When the central island is slightly lower than the surrounding lanes and the pavement slopes inwardly toward 
the center, such small parks can serve as “rain gardens” planted with shrubs and trees thriving on additional moisture.  This 
example of a close, with a stone wall and shallow pools, is from Brown’s Farm in Kingston RI (further detailed in Chapter 20). 

http://contextsensitivesolutions.org/content/reading/Loop_Lanes/


Source: City of Grand Junction CO and RA 
 

Street Connections and Official Street Maps  

As noted above, local governments could require that new streets generally connect with the existing 
network (or be paved to the edge of the property where the parcel abuts a future development site) with 
certain exceptions. Taking this approach one step farther, official maps could be prepared showing the 
approximate location of streets, trails, and open space reserves that the community would like to see 
created as each land tract is subdivided. Although some of these possibilities are also discussed in other 
chapters, it is important to illustrate the desirability of proactively planning future street links. 

 

In Pennsylvania 65 municipalities have adopted Official Maps which illustrate the overall policy goal for 
street, footpath or bikeway connections and employ it to reserve rights-of-way for strategic links in the 
arterial road network. Around Westminste r, MD the city council and the Carroll County Commissioners 
have been reserving such rights-of-way since 1968. Based upon a local "Traffic Operations Study to 
Increase Capacity and Safety" (TOPICS), about 20 miles of right-of-way have been reserved for connecting 
roads in the comprehensive plan for Westminster and environs. Some of these links involve major 
highway construction (such as bypasses), but other segments represent principal streets connecting county 
roads radiating out from the old town center. 
 

The Official Map gives a community twelve months to raise the funds to acquire the designated property, 

after receiving notice from the developer or owner of his intention to develop. Despite that fact that most 

states provide for the adoption of Official Maps through their zoning enabling legislation, very few local 

governments take advantage of this authority.  

 

If the municipality is unable to buy the land, it can waive its purchase right and the Official Map is 

considered amended, removing that property from the map. This tool helps persuade development 

applicants that they should provide such accessways in their plans, and can be cited in public hearings 

where neighbors oppose such connections. Failure to adopt an Official Map can result in either the 

absence of good road connections to help spread the increased traffic that inevitably accompanies 

continued growth, or prolonged arguments with uncooperative developers who see themselves as having 

been "singled out" to provide land for these special road links. 

 

Officials in West Bradford Twp, in Chester County PA, for example, credit their Official Map with 

making it much easier for them to reject objections from neighbors who opposed the extension of their 

cul-de-sac to link it with an elementary school. Many townships achieve their official map objectives 

without resorting to condemnation, which attests to the value of transparent processes, cooperative 

approaches, public education, and landowner outreach An outstanding manual on the benefits and use of 

official mapping has been published in Pennsylvania, and is downloadable at 

ftp://ftp.dot.state.pa.us/public/PubsForms/Publications/PUB%20703.pdf (Pennsylvania Dept. of Transportation, 

2011). 

 
Construction responsibility varies according to the type of roadway specified on the Official Map. In the 

case of subdivision streets that are required to connect with adjoining public thoroughfares, costs are 
typically borne by the developer. When the road is to be a major arterial (and certainly when access is to be 
limited), construction costs are normally shared among various levels of government. 

 

ftp://ftp.dot.state.pa.us/public/PubsForms/Publications/PUB 703.pdf


                       \  
Figure 12-18:  These three diagrams show how the original street grid in a small village (left) could begin to unravel with new 

cul-de-sac developments isolating themselves from the surrounding neighborhood (center), and how the same growth could be 
redirected to conform with the traditional interconnected rectilinear street pattern (right), based upon the community's 
"Official Map." In order to be most effective, such maps should be designed not only to work around natural site constraints 
(topography, wetlands, stone walls, tree lines, etc.), but should also be based upon a tax-parcel map showing tract boundaries.   
(From original book) 

 

In communities reluctant to adopt official maps, a workable alternative is to show proposed streets, trails or 

bikepaths in a municipal master plan or in design guidelines accompanying a zoning ordinance. 

Appropriate qualifying language should state that proposed alignments are approximate and advisory to 

the planning board when approving new streets. This approach avoids some landowner concerns, while 

providing municipal guidance and leverage (email from Joel Russell, planning consultant, 11.28.10). 

Such was the case in Waitsfield VT, where the town included a graphic illustrating a proposed street 

network in the Irasville District Master Plan in 2002, envisioning a more functional circulation pattern 

with new streets accessing various developed and undeveloped properties. Although that graphic (Fig. 11-

23), has not specifically been adopted by the town as a map laying out new streets in those locations, it 

serves as a general guide informing potential developers of the desired circulation pattern. 

 

Street Tree Planting  

One of the most significant and least emphasized aspects of neighborhood street design is shade tree 
planting along each side of new streets. Planting intervals of 50 feet on-center are often specified, but 
closer spacing (25 to 30 feet apart) creates a more salubrious effect. To improve survival, mixing several 
hardy native deciduous species is preferable, not less than 2-1/2 to 3 inches in diameter at chest height. 
They should be maintained by the developer for 18 months and ensured with an effective performance 
guarantee. Species attaining an ultimate height of at least 50 feet will create a stately atmosphere in the 
fullness of time and provide cool shade on front lawns and sidewalks during hot summer months. 

 

Sadly, many communities have allowed their shade tree planting programs to lapse, victims of budget 
constraints, bureaucratic indifference, and short-term thinking. Many such programs, begun after World 
War II in response to federal housing standards for new subdivisions, were quietly dropped when federal 
involvement began to fade in the 1970s. 

 

It is ironic to drive through some of these  communities today (such as the Levittowns) and see the maples 
and oaks growing into maturity where the houses are relatively modest, and then visit more recent 
developments where more expensive homes face comparatively barren, treeless streets. 
 

According to a survey by the American Forestry Association of 20 Northamerican cities, only one tree 
was planted for every four that had been removed (Arnold, 1992). In the absence of public funds for 
coordinated street-tree planting, local officials should require developers to plant shade trees as part of their 
street improvements. To avoid increasing their costs, such requirements can be paired with cost-saving 
reductions in street pavement widths and curb requirements. 

 



    
 
Figure 12-19: These photos illustrate the benefits of shade tree planting in two contemporary developments  --  one new urban 
(Baxter, Ft. Mill SC, left), the other rural (Winfield, Doylestown Township, PA, right)  --  contrasted with the hugely disappointing 
(and usually long-term) results of abrogated municipal responsibility. The sad example is, ironically, from the otherwise progressive 
town of Stratford, PEI. (RA all) 
 

A good source for further information is Street Tree Factsheets (Gerhold, 1994, written in 
Pennsylvania and most applicable in the Northeast and Midwest.  

An inspiring example of street-tree planting in medium-sized towns is Pottstown,  PA (pop. 22,400), 

where more than 2,600 street trees have been planted by a local nonprofit group formed in 1983. Of 

these, about 1,900 were new trees and roughly 700 were new saplings to replace others that had died. 

Headed by a former borough manager, Trees, Inc. raised about $470,000 during its first five years, attracting 

numerous large contributions from local businesses, plus $100,000 from Philadelphia Electric. In addition to 

planting trees, the group regularly trims them to remove dying or low-growing branches, and donated a 

$13,000 leaf sweeper to the borough  

Trees Inc. has collaborated with the municipal shade tree commission, a previously dormant body 

reappointed in response to requests from this advocacy group. With fresh blood, the commission created a 

computerized spreadsheet inventorying each of the borough's shade trees (address, species, diameter, 

condition, well size, growing room within the well, sidewalk condition, utility wire location, and specific 

maintenance needs). As a result of its survey, the commission has quantified the need for larger tree wells 

and has put into proper perspective the common complaint that street trees damage sidewalks (only two 

percent were cracked, two percent were slightly lifted, and two percent were lifted and cracked). 

Sidewalk maintenance costs pale into insignificance when compared with the tremendously large offsetting 

values created by street trees (as outlined by the shade tree commission): 

    softening the urban environment with green foliage 

 reducing pollution by removing airborne particles 
 reducing the greenhouse effect by removing carbon dioxide 

 cooling air temperatures in the summer by shading people, buildings, streets, and    
       sidewalks 

 soothing people's spirits with their natural beauty 
 elevating property values by enhancing neighborhood aesthetics 

 providing places for birds and wildlife, bringing nature into town 

 increasing neighborhood pride, as people plant flowers in tree wells and spruce up their   
       properties. 

 
Positive examples that are more easy to emulate than Pottstown's are those of  Honeoye Falls  NY(population 
2,675), where the village government, with the assistance of the local Rotary Club, plants between 12 and 18 
shade trees a year within the rights-of-way along public streets. A rebate program in Kent OH (population 
27,900) allows property owners to receive up to $50 per tree for one or two trees (at least one-inch 
caliper). Municipal funding covers approximately 300 trees each year. In southeastern PA, 3,400 trees 



were planted in five municipalities during the spring of 2012 with funds from PennVest, an independent 
state agency which awarded the grant to the Delaware County Regional Planning Commission, working 
in partnership with the Philadelphia Horticultural Society. Not limited to streetscapes, these trees were 
also planted in parks, around schools, and on other public properties, such as municipal halls and libraries.  

 

To heighten public awareness of the beauty of trees, local citizens in Greensburg IN published A Self-
Guided Tour of Distinctive Trees. An annotated street map locates 30 noteworthy specimens of different 
species in the community. Notably, this effort was sponsored by Hardee's, which saved several large trees 
on the site of its new restaurant in town. Such initiatives can help to build public support for tree planting 
programs.  

As Ed McMahon, Senior Resident Fellow at the Urban Land Institute is fond of saying, money really 

does grow on trees, which can add five percent to home sale prices. Based on 2,608 real-estate 

transactions, researchers in Portland OR have documented that homes with trees between the sidewalk 

and street sold, on average, for $7,130 more than homes without street trees (Donovan and Butry, 2010). 

And for a cost of $300-600, it is estimated that a single tree returns more than $90,000 of direct benefits. 

According to Prof. Kim Coder of the University of Georgia, urban trees are essential to protecting a city’s 

water quality and air quality (Coder, 1996). He reports that trees and vegetation in an urban area absorb 

stormwater, reduce flooding and erosion, filter pollutants, cool air and water temperatures and provide 

valuable habitat.  

Urban forests are a natural and cost-effective way to intercept stormwater, allowing it to be naturally 

filtered back into the ground. A USDA study by the Center for Urban Forest Research in 2002 showed 

that an average medium-sized tree can absorb as much as 2,264 gallons of rainwater each year. 

(McPherson, E.G., et. al, 2000)  
 

Nearly 20 percent of growing season precipitation is intercepted and evaporated by urban trees. The city 

of Atlanta found that even the current seven percent canopy cover of downtown parking lots saves almost 

$500,000 in stormwater management costs over 30 years. (Coder, 1996) Trees can reduce the 37,500 tons 

of sediment per square mile per year that flows off development sites by 95 percent. (Coder, 1996) 

 

The shade cast by trees has been shown to reduce air temperatures by 20 degrees and to reduce 

temperatures of paved surfaces by up to 35 degrees, resulting in a 27 percent reduction in air conditioning 

costs (Coder, 1996). Put another way, 30 percent tree coverage on a quarter-acre lot dissipates as much 

heat as running two central air conditioners. 

 

The need to create new urban forests has never been greater. Research conducted by Prof. Brian Stone 

and others at the Urban Climate Lab at Georgia Institute of Technology suggests that large Northamerican 

cities are “warming at more than twice the rate of the planet as a whole as a result of the loss of naturally 

vegetated land covers” such as tree canopies, which are being replaced by rooftops and pavements that 

absorb, store, and reemit greater amounts of heat energy.  http://www.urbanclimate.gatech.edu/ 
 

Trees cleanse the air by intercepting and slowing particulate materials and improve air quality by 

absorbing many harmful gases (such as nitrogen oxide, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, 

and ozone), producing enough oxygen every day for 18 people. A single tree stores on average 13 pounds 

of carbon annually, and a community forest can store 2.6 tons of carbon per acre per year. 

(http://www.watershed-assistance.net/resources/files/SEWF_WetlandFactsheet_Urbanforestry.pdf) 
 

Installing utility lines underground eliminates unsightly pruning. Where burying lines is not feasible (such 
as in shallow bedrock areas), poles can be installed along easements running between adjoining backyards. 
(This is the location used in many subdivisions developed in Pennsylvania during the period between the 



demise of the rear alley and the late 1970s when the state subdivision law was amended to require 
undergrounded utilities in new developments.) Such easements could also be designated as greenway 
paths. Another alternative is to locate utility lines along alleys, where they exist. 

Country Lanes and Common Drives 

“Country lanes" are narrower gravel-surfaced roads serving up to a dozen homes. Before the era of 
modern subdivision regulations, such lanes occupied an important place in the rural street hierarchy. 
Especially in areas where some existing public roads are gravel surfaced, it makes good sense to continue 
this established tradition. Requiring a 30-foot wide asphalt pavement to serve twelve homes on a street 
loop stemming off an existing gravel road barely 16-feet wide is truly bizarre. However, this was exactly 
what one Connecticut town told a developer not many years ago. He had proposed constructing an 18-foot 
wide access road with a 15-inch layer of sand and gravel topped with 3 inches of trap-rock stone, mixed 
with quarry fines to enhance compactibility. When this was rejected the applicant hired an attorney to argue 
his case for twelve months, but the town was persuaded only after he engaged a well-known rural planner to 
show slides of various road widths, explaining their functions and capabilities. After seeing the slides 
and discussing the issue further, the commission agreed that the proposed gravel lane would be adequate and 
would be appropriate in this rural context. 
 
It is not uncommon for many rural towns to require that new gravel access roads be privately maintained. This 
is an unfair practice when they are well-constructed and lightly used, because such roads are in fact less 
expensive to maintain than asphalted ones. (Vermont Local Roads Program, 1987). If gravel roads are 
properly constructed originally (which "performance guarantees" can ensure), and if they are appropriate for 
the scale and location of a particular rural subdivision, they should be publicly maintained. 

 
When up to six homes are involved, a slightly different approach could be considered: the common 

drive. (Fig. 12-20)   For traffic at such low levels the width could be adjusted to 15 or 16 feet, maintaining the 
same depth and type of construction materials. Common drives require a homeowners' association (HOA) to 
ensure regular maintenance. Most people readily contribute their share of expenses, for few wish to become 
known as deadbeats to their neighbors. The HOA mechanism provides a steady cash flow to pay for 
regraveling, grading, snowplowing, etc. Common drives are a particularly useful device in avoiding 
duplicative parallel driveways to adjacent lots, including back lots (sometimes referred to as "flag lots", 
"pipestem lots," or "porkchop lots"). They can be located on easements to provide more direct access to 
interior lots, or they can be restricted to a dedicated right-of-way. 

                                                       

Figure 12-20: Farms begin with a single curb-cut (top), and gradually develop multiple driveway entrances as the farmer sells frontage 
lots (center). As shown in the bottom image, by accessing three back lots with a long common drive, road frontage can remain open 
and scenic, and the number of driveway entrances can be minimized. Source: Cheryl Doble and Natural Lands Trust       

 

A very useful guide to maintaining the scenic quality of gravel-surfaced rural roads is The Vermont 
Backroad (Longfield, 1974), which provides excellent guidance in the physical design of "improvements.” 



When rural roads must be altered to handle more traffic, it is very important to carefully weigh the pros and 
cons of paving existing gravel surfaces. Although many local officials see paving as an improvement, well 
maintained gravel roads are often an effective alternative, except on very steep gradients, which should 
usually be paved to prevent erosion. According to authorities in Vermont: 

Gravel roads have the advantage of lower construction and often lower maintenance costs. They are easier 
to maintain, requiring less equipment and fewer skilled operators. Potholes can be patched more 
effectively. Gravel roads generate lower speeds and thus may be safer roadways than paved surfaces. 
Another advantage of the unpaved road is its forgiveness of external forces. For example, it is common today 
for vehicles with gross weights of 80,000 pounds to operate on Vermont local roads. Such vehicles could 
damage a lightly paved road so as to require resealing. The damage on a gravel road would be much 
easier and less expensive to correct (Vermont Local Roads Program, 1987). 

However, when traffic volume increases beyond a certain point, paving begins to make practical sense. 
The rule of thumb among Vermont road commissioners is that asphalt paving should begin to be considered 
after traffic volumes start to exceed 500 vehicles per day, although higher volumes can be sustained on 
gravel roads with frequent grading and graveling. The consequences of applying smooth paving material are 
generally an increase in average traffic speeds (usually by 10 to 15 mph) and some flattening and 
straightening (to accommodate the faster vehicles). 

A 1987 study by the Vermont Local Roads Program showed that gravel roads were less expensive to maintain 
over a six-year period than asphalt surfaces. Although per-mile annual maintenance costs were higher for 
gravel ($4,674, compared with $716 for patching, striping, and sealing asphalt surfaces), over the longer term 
the cumulative costs of graveling and grading turned out to be less than the expensive repaving periodically 
required of asphalt roads. For example, over a 12-year period, the maintenance cost of one mile of gravel 
roadway was estimated to be $56,090, compared with $75,036 for a three-inch bituminous concrete surface 
(which has a 12-year life, at best). In fairness to these comparisons, it must be said that gravel roads do involve 
higher user costs (in terms of lower gas mileage and greater tire wear), but these are not significant if the 
lengths of gravel roadway normally traveled by residents constitute only a tiny fraction of their total annual 
driving mileage. 

 

                                        
 
Figure 12-21: Gravel road with grassed shoulders and a central island, to calm traffic speed, in the Tennenah Lake 

development in Roscoe NY.  (RA) 

 
If roads are to be paved, it is strongly recommended that their shoulders be loamed and seeded with white 
clover and/or a hardy fescue, to create a greener and more rural appearance. .(Fig. 12-21)  Such varieties 
are salt-tolerant and survive occasional traffic. In areas with light rainfall and long summers, graded gravel 
could provide an alternative landscape accent. 

 


